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We shall storm in from the front. During the night, when they least
suspect us to strike
I still don’t know if you have a tank, or if I even remembered to ask
that important question. The vodka tasted too good last night
Anyways I shall bring my own tank and you shall bring only your
self.
Scratch that. You must also bring Rach with you. She gives us more
power on the attack front and scares the enemy away. If they won’t
fear the tank enough. They will shurely be frightened of Rach
making mean faces at them on top of the tank. Possibly even us two
will be scared
Visual explanation coming up in next page

Rach shall scream at the
enemy. From the top of the
tank

We shall simply Shoot and smash through the front door with the mighty
Soviet Tank.

In case this happens to be an art request after all
(Unlikely but a proper commander I shall instruct you on that too)

I shall request an art for these 3 characters

Setsuna, Eve and Flare from Redo of Healer
Even though Kearuga likely sucks ass. Probably both figuratively and literally
from the other heroes. The girls do look nice.

I shall give you more info on how to draw the art. Though I am still not
convinced that this is not a tank mission.
Flare is spreading her legs at the camera while laying on bed on her back.
Eve is on top of her. With wings to the sides and ass facing the
camera/display. Both of their faces look horny and they’re anticipating action
They are hornily looking at each other. While their heads also slightly tilted
towards the camera. For us to see it better
Setsuna is at the side fondling both of their butts at the same time. While
licking Eves butt. Her tongue is fully out. She is drooling and eyes looking
horny.
While all this is happening Flare and Eve are calling out for a man to join
them (Setsuna is too busy licking, so she can’t speak)
Anyway they’re calling out for a man to join them. Saying the words: Please
join us. We want you to accompany us for the whole night
The man can be any man. After all. Every man has a dick. But I think
they’d like a man with a big one. Maybe I could volunteer for the task.
But that requires confirmation. I might still be busy on our tank
mission and all of us securing the victory, with our mighty SOVIET TANK!
Anyway. If I’m busy with the job. Do you happen to have time to join them
and fill the dutifull role MrReit? Oh wait!! You’re in the mission with me??
More importantly Rach might kill both of us if you joined them and she
found out I ordered it.

I am sincerely sorry I can’t make this presentation any fancier.
My superior un-hackable Soviet ultimate program does not allow
for me to make this presentation any fancier.
ALSO a commander does not need fancy program using skills
I was trained to command and not use so space age programs
You will find a picture under this text to show you The pose I explained before
I apolligize in advance if the picture looks bad. I have to make it fast. The
enemy might be closing in on me and there is no time to waste.
PS. Apollo might be the best rocket at Apollogizing. But Sputnik will forever
remain the ultimate satelite and also the ultimate vaccine!!!!!!!!!

Once again. I shall appoligize. For the bad image. But I have no time to make a
fancy photo. I think I hear the enemy closing in. So this rough abomanation is all
I can manage. I will contact you later if I survive. Good luck to you comrade
MrReit. If we don’t survive Rach shall destroy the enemy and bring glory for us.

